
HOW TO WRITE A POP SONG CHORUS

Read on for some helpful tips in trying to write a killer song chorus. .. Most modern pop songs feature a song chorus that
is louder or projected.

This stage of the songwriting process, also known as production, often comes when you take the song into the
studio. You get the idea. Choruses are all about repetition, and repetition also happens to be how we learn to
write choruses. Ready for a party? The lyrics could seem happy and positive, but underneath, the music could
hint at a darker narrative. Both are valid options, but upping the anticipation is always an effective way of
making your chorus feel like an enormous pay off. Lyric and music need to support each other. Having the
vocal hook and message must generally be clear. How to write a chorus fans won't forget Lyrics Writing lyrics
that bring your killer chorus to justice can be a tough call. Another band that I like that has a strong emphasis
on melody is Harem Scarem. Pop radio hits tend to have powerful chorus melodies that let the singer really
stretch out and get emotional. Verses flow out of the chorus and back again, much like your own bloodstream.
Blues songs are one of the easiest places to see motifs at work. Be sure to a contemporary edge to your
rhymes, too. In many genres of music like pop, rock, rap, and country, the chorus is found nestled between
verses, like this: If you ever have trouble determining what the chorus of a particular song is, try looking up
the lyric. We gave you a few examples in this article, but if you want more, you can download the ebook
Inside the Hits: The Secrets Behind 10 Hit Songs for free here. If you write chords first, try pulling out key
notes to create an outline for your melody. But today I want to focus on the technical side of things. Kasabian's
'Fire' plays with this, shuffling its way quietly through each verse only to pound your eardrums with its
four-to-the-floor chorus. That motif is repeated with subtle variations and is answered by a second motif. You
see this all the time in popular songs. Was it a bolt of inspiration out of the blue? For example you could move
the motif down by a 4th and up by a 2nd. Just grab a pencil and a sheet of paper and start watching your
favorite TV shows. Once you have an idea what you want to write about, try describing it so listeners can see
and hear it. Great songwriting should resonate with many different types of people. Listen to your recording
and pick up where you left off. When you get tired or lose perspective, walk away and come back later. The
hook will pull out one or two notes from the chord s underneath it, or even outline all the notes in the chord. It
probably helps that they write really quirky lyrics as well. Leave your listeners treading the pre-chorus waters
for a little longer, then wash them away with your tidal wave. Alternatively, you could also create expectation
with a sequence and not follow through by playing something completely unexpected to create tension.
Simplify, Simplify, Simplify You need to be able to strip a song down to its main components and still have it
resonate with audiences. You can start right there. Have an honest, focused message to deliver. The world is at
your feet, waiting for you to unite it in song. An easy way to get past this is to simplify your idea, narrowing it
down to one or two motifs â€” then build up from there. Chords Your chorus may also present you with an
opportunity to bust out some new killer chords. Our ears latch onto musical patterns by nature, so as soon as
you establish a sequence your listener will catch on and begin anticipating where the music will go next. They
feature the same kinds of popular themes that work for songs. We would love to hear about them in the
comments below! Once you find a phrase you like, try playing it to a rhythm groove and let that suggest the
theme and content of the lyric as above. You pro players can use some of these ideas to get started on a song,
then follow up on your own gear.


